TWEETREACH SNAPSHOT FOR

#endcuttinggirls

ESTIMATED REACH

5,964 ACCOUNTS REACHED

EXPOSURE

39,344 IMPRESSIONS

ACTIVITY

100 TWEETS

16 CONTRIBUTORS

4 HOURS

TOP CONTRIBUTORS

14.7k IMPRESSIONS

@dareadaramoye

12 RETWEETS

@cydi2k

48 MENTIONS

@endcuttinggirls

MOST RETWEETED TWEETS

4

OLASUPO @olasupoajayi

#3 by this, there is functional relationship btw role of grandmothers and roles of youth. "WE" must all #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls

4

OLASUPO @olasupoajayi

We must together #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls both men and women collectively. FGM/C(Female Genita Mutilation/Cutting) must end!

3

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k

Retweeted OLASUPO (@olasupoajayi): We must together #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls both men and women... fb.me/7JEwEeRUU
CONTRIBUTORS

dareadaramoye 18 0 14.7k
delxames 14 5 6.3k
cydi2k 18 12 5.3k
TBI_Nigeria1 14 0 5.2k
ope2y 2 0 3.4k
certusetvertus 1 0 1.6k
AdemolaOlushayo 15 3 995
okoli_annahia 2 1 608
endcuttinggirls 1 2 413
SapioSpiritual 1 0 380
thevisionbuild 3 4 243
enuguforum 2 0 166
olasupoajayi 4 11 58
lylahaven 1 3 46
AdesiyanAderoju 3 2 27
OluseunEsan17 1 0 1

TWEETS TIMELINE

Aug 25, 2016 at 8:04pm UTC

EndFGM/C @endcuttinggirls
RT @okoli_annahia: This confidence from survivors of #FGM comes with breaking the silence #EndFGM #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls
https://t.co/1cxlfctkqb

Aug 25, 2016 at 8:00pm UTC

anthonia okoli @okoli_annahia
This confidence from survivors of #FGM comes with breaking the silence #EndFGM #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls
https://t.co/1cxlfctkqb

Aug 25, 2016 at 7:00pm UTC

OluSeun Esan @OluseunEsan17
@ope2y @endcuttinggirls true. Good intentions do not necessarily mean safe options. Stop exposing our girls to dangers Gma. #endcuttinggirls

Aug 25, 2016 at 7:00pm UTC

SapioSpiritual @SapioSpiritual
RT @cydi2k: Retweeted Felxame Enine @felxames:
@olasupoajayi And how to grow into womanhood #endcuttinggirls

Aug 25, 2016 at 7:00pm UTC

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @AdemolaOlushayo: #Ekili people are so united and are ready to work more #endcuttinggirls same goes to #OsunA25 @endcuttinggirls

Aug 25, 2016 at 7:00pm UTC

ope yek @ope2y
RT @olasupoajayi: #3 by this, there is functional relationship b/wn role of grandmothers and roles of youth. "WE" must all #endcuttinggirls...

Aug 25, 2016 at 7:00pm UTC

Ademola Olushayo @AdemolaOlushayo
RT @AdesiyanAderoju: At her cutting, when she was young, her forbears prayed that she will live to do same to her daughters... #endcuttingg...

Aug 25, 2016 at 7:00pm UTC

Ademola Olushayo @AdemolaOlushayo
RT @AdesiyanAderoju: To her, it was a prayer answered when she cut her daughters' and she also prayed same for them... #endcuttinggirls

Aug 25, 2016 at 7:00pm UTC

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @felxames: The youths of #Ekili are ready to work with Grand Mothers and mothers inlaw to end FGM/C in Nigeria #endcuttinggirls

Aug 25, 2016 at 7:00pm UTC

Ademola Olushayo @AdemolaOlushayo
#Ekili people are so united and are ready to work more #endcuttinggirls same goes to #OsunA25 @endcuttinggirls

Aug 25, 2016 at 7:00pm UTC

Ademola Olushayo @AdemolaOlushayo
RT @felxames: The youths of #Ekili are ready to work with Grand Mothers and mothers inlaw to end FGM/C in Nigeria #endcuttinggirls

Aug 25, 2016 at 7:00pm UTC

Ademola Olushayo @AdemolaOlushayo
RT @felxames: The youths of #Ekili are ready to work with Grand Mothers and mothers inlaw to end FGM/C in Nigeria #endcuttinggirls

Aug 25, 2016 at 7:00pm UTC

Felixame Enisire @felxames
The youths of #Ekili are ready to work with Grand Mothers and mothers inlaw to end FGM/C in Nigeria #endcuttinggirls

Aug 25, 2016 at 7:00pm UTC

Felixame Enisire @felxames
RT @cydi2k: This is awesome, am sure FGM/C will soon be a history in #Ekili state #endcuttinggirls twitter.com/FemiJoss/status...
This is awesome, am sure FGM/C will soon be a history in #Ekiti state #endcuttinggirls twitter.com/FemiJoss/statu…

RT @AdemolaOlushayo @thevisionbuild even in #osun to #endcuttinggirls

RT @AdemolaOlushayo: Their priority has 2change abt their praying habits on this, they should turn it around & pray to #endcuttinggirls htt…

RT @thevisionbuild: I as an #Ekiti indigene, I stand for #endcuttinggirls

RT @cydi2k: Retweeted Ola Moses (@thevisionbuild): I as an #Ekiti indigene, I stand for #endcuttinggirls

RT @cydi2k: @FemiJoss i strongly support you in this. Ekiti women are capable. #endcuttinggirls

@FemiJoss i strongly support you in this. Ekiti women are capable. #endcuttinggirls

RT @AdemolaOlushayo: Sir what are grand mothers currently doing in #Ekiti State to end FGM/C in Nigeria? #endcuttinggirls

RT @AdemolaOlushayo: I urge Grandmas and Our Mother -in-laws in #ekiti to please join us in #endcuttinggirls

Retweeted Ola Moses (@thevisionbuild): I urge Grandmas and Our Mother -in-laws in #ekiti to please join us in #endcuttinggirls

Retweeted Ola Moses (@thevisionbuild): I as an #Ekiti indigene, I stand for #endcuttinggirls

Retweeted Ola Moses (@thevisionbuild): I as an #Ekiti indigene, I stand for #endcuttinggirls
Ademola Olushayo @AdemolaOlushayo
Their priority has to change about their praying habits on this; they should turn it around & pray to #endcuttinggirls twitter.com/AdesiyanAderoj…

Ademola Olushayo @AdemolaOlushayo
RT @olasupoajayi: #3 by this, there is functional relationship between role of grandmothers and roles of youth. "WE" must all #endcuttinggirls…

Ademola Olushayo @AdemolaOlushayo
RT @ylahaven: FGM/C is a violation of girls’ and women’s human rights. More: data.unicef.org/child-protect… #endcuttinggirls @ope2y @UNICEF_Niger…

Ademola Olushayo @AdemolaOlushayo
RT @cydi2k: Retweeted OLASUPO (@olasupoajayi): We must together #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls both men and women… https://t.co/GoILK…

Ademola Olushayo @AdemolaOlushayo
@thevisionbuild even in #osun to #endcuttinggirls

Adesiyan Aderoju @AdesiyanAderoju
To her, it was a prayer answered when she cut her daughters’ and she also prayed same for them… #endcuttinggirls

Ademola Olushayo @AdemolaOlushayo
RT @thevisionbuild: I urge Grandmas and Our Mother -in-laws in #ekiti to please join us in #endcuttinggirls

Aug 25, 2016 at 6:00pm UTC

Ademola Olushayo @AdemolaOlushayo
what a prayer that was, #endcuttinggirls has come to stay twitter.com/AdesiyanAderoj…

Ola Moses @thevisionbuild
I urge Grandmas and Our Mother -in-laws in #ekiti to please join us in #endcuttinggirls

Adesiyan Aderoju @AdesiyanAderoju
At her cutting, when she was young, her forbears prayed that she will live to do same to her daughters… #endcuttinggirls

Enugu State News @enuguforum
RT @cydi2k: Retweeted Felxfame Enisire (@felxfames): @ope2y @ope2y how can grand mothers get involved in the end FGM/C campaign? #endcut…

Enugu State News @enuguforum
RT @cydi2k: Retweeted OLASUPO (@olasupoajayi): We must together #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls both men and women… https://t.co/GoILK…

Adesiyan Aderoju @AdesiyanAderoju
A grandmother believed the tradition of cutting is a tradition that must continue. Her reason: (contd) #endcuttinggirls

Ademola Olushayo @AdemolaOlushayo
RT @olasupoajayi: We must together #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls both men and women collectively. FGM/C(Female Genital Mutilation/Cuttin…

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @olasupoajayi: #3 by this, there is functional relationship between role of grandmothers and roles of youth. "WE" must all #endcuttinggirls…

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @olasupoajayi: @felxfames the story telling of grandmother is more effective, their story must be based on #endcuttinggirls boss it real…

Adesiyan Aderoju @AdesiyanAderoju
a prayer was answered when she cut her daughters when she was young, her forbears prayed that she will live to do the same to her daughters… #endcuttinggirls
FGM/C (Female Genital Mutilation/Cutting) is a violation of girls’ and women’s human rights. More:

[link]

#endcuttinggirls

RT @iylahaven: FGM/C is a violation of girls’ and women’s human rights. More: data.unicef.org/child-protection... #endcuttinggirls @ope2y @UNICEF_Nigeria... 

Ola Moses @thevisionbuild
RT @cydi2k: Retweeted OLASUPO (@olasupoajayi): We must together #endcuttinggirls both men and women... https://t.co/GoIkJ... 

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
Retweeted OLASUPO (@olasupoajayi): We must together #endcuttinggirls both men and women... https://t.co/7JEwEfkRuj

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
RT @olasupoajayi: We must together #endcuttinggirls both men and women collectively. FGM/C (Female Genital Mutilation/Cutting)...

CYDI Imo Nigeria @cydi2k
Retweeted Felxfame Enisire (@felxfames): @olasupoajayi: And how to grow into womanhood #endcuttinggirls

OLASUPO @olasupoajayi
@felxfames the story telling of grandmother is more effective, their story must be based on #endcuttinggirls bcos it really go a long way

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
olasupoajayi And how to grow into womanhood #endcuttinggirls

IYLA™ @iylahaven
FGM/C is a violation of girls’ and women’s human rights. More: data.unicef.org/child-protection... #endcuttinggirls @ope2y @UNICEF_Nigeria from Ibadan

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
@olasupoajayi And how to grow into womanhood #endcuttinggirls

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
@olasupoajayi: And how to grow into womanhood #endcuttinggirls

OLASUPO @olasupoajayi
@felxfames how can grand mothers get involved in the end FGM/C campaign? #endcuttinggirls

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
@olasupoajayi: how can grand mothers get involved in the end FGM/C campaign? #endcuttinggirls

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @dareadaramoye
RT @iylahaven: FGM/C has no medical, physical or spiritual benefits. Our grandmothers and mothers-in-law help #endcuttinggirls. @ope2y @end...

OLASUPO @olasupoajayi
@felxfames how can grand mothers get
involved in the end FGM/C campaign? #endcuttinggirls

OLASUPO @olasupoajayi
#3 by this, there is functional relationship b/w role of grandmothers and roles of youth. "WE" must all #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls

OLASUPO @olasupoajayi
#2 virginity n as such, increase in demand for virgin bride by youth leads2 increase in excision practice by grandmothers/#endcuttinggirls

TBI Nigeria @TBINigeria1
36. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @ope2y twitter.com/ope2y/status/7… fb.me/19wZHY1Ms

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @dareadaramoye
36. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @ope2y twitter.com/ope2y/status/7…

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @dareadaramoye
35. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @ope2y twitter.com/ope2y/status/7…

TBI Nigeria @TBINigeria1
34. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @ope2y twitter.com/ope2y/status/7… fb.me/2sHbXGUqr

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @dareadaramoye
34. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @ope2y twitter.com/ope2y/status/7…

TBI Nigeria @TBINigeria1
33. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @ope2y twitter.com/ope2y/status/7… fb.me/7d0ljimCN

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @dareadaramoye
33. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @ope2y twitter.com/ope2y/status/7…

TBI Nigeria @TBINigeria1
32. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @ope2y twitter.com/ope2y/status/7… fb.me/835601s

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @dareadaramoye
32. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @ope2y twitter.com/ope2y/status/7…

TBI Nigeria @TBINigeria1
31. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @ope2y twitter.com/ope2y/status/7… fb.me/4WoPuvTpm

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @dareadaramoye
31. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @ope2y twitter.com/ope2y/status/7…

TBI Nigeria @TBINigeria1
30. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @ope2y twitter.com/ope2y/status/7…

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @dareadaramoye
30. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @ope2y twitter.com/ope2y/status/7…

TBI Nigeria @TBINigeria1
29. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @ope2y twitter.com/ope2y/status/7… fb.me/7fy7iUS1d

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @dareadaramoye
29. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @ope2y twitter.com/ope2y/status/7…

TBI Nigeria @TBINigeria1
28. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @ope2y twitter.com/ope2y/status/7… fb.me/6YeWn1l
AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @dareadaramoye
28. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @ope2y twitter.com/ope2y/status/7… fb.me/89CH9tLCU

TBI Nigeria @TBINigeria1
27. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @ope2y twitter.com/ope2y/status/7… fb.me/1kH7UW5pZ

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @dareadaramoye
27. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @ope2y twitter.com/ope2y/status/7…

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
RT @olasupoajayi: We must together #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls both men and women collectively. FGM/C(Female Genita Mutilation/Cuttin…

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
RT @olasupoajayi: The principal actors r the women themselves.they r the main target group, the guardian n victims n as such they r vital to…

TBI Nigeria @TBINigeria1
26. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @ope2y twitter.com/ope2y/status/7… fb.me/4uwtnqjfx

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @dareadaramoye
26. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @ope2y twitter.com/ope2y/status/7…

TBI Nigeria @TBINigeria1
25. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @ope2y twitter.com/ope2y/status/7… fb.me/1gTFohZBH

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @dareadaramoye
25. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @ope2y twitter.com/ope2y/status/7…

anthonia okoli @okoli_anthonia
RT @endcuttinggirls: So apt! #endcuttinggirls twitter.com/ope2y/status/7…

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @dareadaramoye
24. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @ope2y twitter.com/ope2y/status/7…

Felxfame Enisire @felxfames
@ope2y @ope2y how can grand mothers get involved in the end FGM/C campaign? #endcuttinggirls

TBI Nigeria @TBINigeria1
23. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @ope2y twitter.com/ope2y/status/7… fb.me/9zzhZayYc

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @dareadaramoye
23. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @ope2y twitter.com/ope2y/status/7…

TBI Nigeria @TBINigeria1
22. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @ope2y twitter.com/ope2y/status/7… fb.me/1piVHEzMh

AsiwajuDareAdaramoye @dareadaramoye
22. #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @ope2y twitter.com/ope2y/status/7…